
REAL ESCAPE GAMES BUILDERS

READY-TO-PLAY ESCAPE ROOMS CATALOGUE



FULL SET OF SERVICES FOR real escape rooms

Our main speciality is ready-to-play rooms.You don’t need to construct your 
room from varios elements and think how to make them play altogether.

When you order our  ready-to-play room you recieve all nessecasry 
electoronic and mechanical puzzles as well as decorations and detailed 

assembling instructions. All you have to do is to build walls and install wires 
following our instruction. 



THE INTERACTION PATTERN        

1. Order: 

You tell us 
what you want 
to build

2. Calculation

We analyze 
how to make it 
done, cost and 
terms

4. Transportation

We help you 
arrange the 
transportation to 
the destination

3. Production

We make 
your order 
real. We build 
decorations and 
program the 
riddles

5. Installation.

Equipment is easy to install
We provide manuals and support
Or you may ask us to come and install all 
the equipment!

YOU CAN ALSO BUY READY-TO-PLAY QUESTS FROM STOCK. ALL OUR READY-TO-PLAY ROOMS ARE IMPLEMENTED BY OUR PARTNERS
TRUEXIT. YOU CAN SEE AND TEST THEM IN MOSCOW.



READY-TO-PLAY

JUNGLE

The idea is taken from the legendary movie 
Jumanji where teenangers find a magic board 
game. They can’t quit it before they make all 
the moves. 
The most popular quest, sold in many copies all 
over the world.

  Genre:  adventure

  Number of riddles: 16 

  Complexity: 8/10

  Room size: 40m2



READY-TO-PLAY

PHARAOH

Players find themselves in a tomb. They have to 
find a secret door to the chamber and steal the 
treasure. One of the most atmospheric escape  
rooms in our inventory.

  Genre:  history

  Number of riddles: 15 

  Complexity: 7/10

  Room size: 35m2



READY-TO-PLAY

OMEN 666

The team is locked at the place full of mysteries 
where the soul of a  young boy is captured in 
a doll. Players have to conduct the exorcism  
session to set the soul free.

  Genre:  horror

  Number of riddles: 14 

  Complexity: 6/10

  Room size: 35m2



READY-TO-PLAY

HOGWARTS

An escape room inspired by a Harry Potter 
movie. Players interact with  the riddles using 
magic wands. The goal is to find and destroy 
horcruxes  (items that keep the power of an
He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named).

  Genre:  adventure, magic

  Number of riddles: 14

  Complexity: 6/10

  Room size: 50m2



READY-TO-PLAY

WIZARD’S LEGEND

Location is the wizard’s house. In the library 
the  players have to reveal the secret of the 
past using a magic mirror. When they get to the 
second room, the kitchen, they have to cook a 
potion to  unlock the door.

  Genre:  magic

  Number of riddles: 17 

  Complexity: 6/10

  Room size: 35m2



READY-TO-PLAY

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY

The plot of the escape-room is based on the 
famous movie.

  Genre:  science fiction

  Number of riddles: 13 

  Complexity: 7/10

  Room size: 35m2



READY-TO-PLAY

PIRATE’S HUT

The team is locked in a pirate’s hut with many 
artifacts. They have to  find a secret room and 
manage to get out. The most mechanically 
equiped escape room in our inventory.

  Genre:  adventure

  Number of riddles: 15 

  Complexity: 8/10

  Room size: 40m2



READY-TO-PLAY

THE SECRETS OF INVENTORS

High complexity technological escape room of 2 
parts: the past and the  future. Contains riddles 
of famous inventiors: Da Vinci, Einstein, Tesla  
and many more.

  Genre:  history

  Number of riddles: 18

  Complexity: 10/10

  Room size: 40m2



WE CAN ALSO BUILD SEPARATE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS                       OF ANY COMPLEXITY



Moscow,
Bolshoy Suharevsky lane, 23/2
+7 (495) 722-39-37
indestroom.ru
skype: girshfeldleeds
e-mail: info@indestroom.ru


